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About This Game

Originally made for 7DRL 2014, Mysterious Space tasks you with delving deep into the ZZ-Omega sector to recover an
important piece of information, and to return with that information in one piece.

To get there, you'll have to stop at planets along the way to find much-needed fuel.

Arm yourself with procedurally-generated weapons, armors, and shields to defeat the enemies that stand in your way.

Features

Local co-op, up to five players

Procedurally-generated planets, including forest worlds, desert worlds, ice worlds, lava worlds, and others

"Alien Artifacts" and "Advanced Technology", analogous to the potions and scrolls of rogue-likes: does the Red Alien
Artifact repair armor this game? Or will it scramble your sensors for 10 seconds?

Unlockable ships and ship upgrades

Procedurally-generated weapons, shields, armor, and accessories to equip yourself with
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Various enemies and mini-bosses, with distinct movement patterns/AI

"Secret logs" that reveal the lore of the world (galaxy? universe?)

Supports XBox-compatible gamepads (you'll need them for co-op!)

Mysterious Space's soundtrack - by DDRKirby(ISQ) - is available for listening and purchasing at bandcamp:
https://ddrkirbyisq.bandcamp.com/
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Title: Mysterious Space
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Ben Hendel-Doying
Publisher:
benmakesgames.com
Release Date: 15 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German,Turkish
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This game is sadly littered with bugs.
Whilst the concept is factastic, the overall gameplay and execution is really poor.
The developers don't seem to be adding to the game in the near future and there are no bug fixes.. Decent little game for the
price!

Couldnt complete the last mission (obscene it was), but the low purchase cost - I got my fill.. It is a joyful game. It is very
entertaining and has great visuals. I like the bonus features which allow to upgrade the characters. I enjoyed playing this game
and would highly recommend it!. Great gameplay. Lots of suspense. The different "missions" that characters have are great fun.

I can't seem to figure out how to do a few things though... The game really doesn't explain these things well:
How do you unlock the locked characters? Why isn't there a check-box or something next to the missions so you know which
ones you have done? Why is there no description of what the characters specials are? The specials have names in the inventory
menu, but it explains nothing, so you're left with having to try them out to see what they are, and not even then do you always
understand what just happened....

But as a composer, the biggest downer from this game for me is that you can't seperate music and SFX. I don't think I've seen a
game in recent time which doesn't have this option!. 3 bucks well spent! HOLY CRAP! I wish this game was my life! 11\/10
good game wish I was dead.. Weird game
Weird controlls
Weird all the way

I seriously cannot see anything good about this game.. Graphics-Solid and consitent. Not some half♥♥♥♥♥pixel art used soley
because it was easy to do
Music- Awesome, though all sounds lack "punch"; they all feel weak.
Gameplay-Solid shooter in a set map with tons of baddies
UI-The Ui is unintutitive and bland. Could use some touch ups.
Polish- Its okay, could use some work. For example, a "you died" screen rather than just sinking to the floor.

Notes: Could really use a save function. If maps were slightly varied each time it would make me want to try it again and again,
but as it stands, doing the same thing over and over can get boring.
. Overall I'm very impressed with AM Model viewer. As others have suggested, improving DAE and adding new formats,
adding new view modes, and especially advanced shading methods would be the best. You may want to investigate Voxel Global
Illumination Shading as the ultimate direction here for lighting. But its amazing what you've accomplished so far...its as good as
IRIS VR without the long wait and startup hype. I generally put models in there and it works exactly as expected, with a few
hiccups.. Not only is this game a hidden gem, but you also have to collect 128 of them in the game. And you can be sure, this
will be no easy task. But the game keeps you going on by featuring nicely implemented Metroidvania style exploration based
gameplay all wrapped up in a neat Zelda II coating just without the combat.
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What's great in the graphics department is the extensive use of options to tweak the display, from scanlines, to pixel format or
even adding a nice TV like border around the game's display. And this is only scratching on the surface of this feature. Believe
me when I say that every retro gamer will love these possibilities the game offers in this department.

For me this game is a nothinker at recommending it, but you should maybe wait for a sale or discount as the standard pricing is
a bit high in my oppinion. Other than that there is nothing to complain about if you like this style of game and the genre in
general.
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Good graphics
+ Interesting plot
+ Dark athmosphere

- awkward character animations
- too linear
- poor ending. I get to have TWO silver hair waifus (Noire and Tiara) in 1 game when a game is normally limited to ONE waifu
all just for 1 extra dollar 10\/10 WORTH. very intuitive gameplay. has truly survived the test of time. 10/10 would enter the
race again. It was pretty good and then I got to a section where I got my cube to the endzone and somehow that wasn't the
correct answer and after trying for awhile to figure it out and not finding outside sources to give myself a hint to progress I just
don't have the resolve to sit and figure it out. I really enjoyed this game. In short, if you like point'n'click puzzle/mystery games,
I'd recommend this to you.

I found Corrosion to be much more heavily focused on the puzzle element than the horror, with most of the "horror" aspect
presented through the story/lore/history rather than in-your-face frights. That's not a negative, though. Just letting you know.

The game took me about 5-6 hours to complete. I found most of the puzzles to be reasonable. However, as with most puzzle
games like this there were definitely moments in which certain things could be solved easily in reality but the game requires a
more complicated approach. For example, there are certain locked doors with glass windows that you need keycards and
numeric codes in order to open, even though you have a sledgehammer in your inventory and could easily smash through them,
logically. Overall, I found the puzzles engaging and solutions rewarding... mostly XD

Ah, one important thing worth noting is that this game only seems to run at 1280x720. According to the discussions, this cannot
be changed.

All things considered, I'd easily recommend this to someone who like point'n'click puzzle adventure games. Oh. I already said
that.. I liked the movie but to bad it flopped. This game series is better known as EEP - Eisenbahn.exe Professional. I know the
EEP series from the very beginning and Railroad X is another of its development.
First of all, it's a simulation of model railway, not real trains. If you want train simulator, buy Train Simulator or eventually
Trainz.
Railroad X (EEP 10) is for everyone who did not have enough space at home to build their own railroad model. It is more an
application than a game. This allows you to build very complex automatically controlled railroad systems, imagination is the
only limit. You can control not only trains - also road, water and even air traffic.
I must admit that the editor is complicated (so many options which you don't know at the beginning) and requires patience but
once it is mastered, it works instinctively. The only thing that is awful, is a camera control in free view - never, from the very
beginning, it has not been fixed...
If you want to become better acquainted with Railroad X, you need to book yourself plenty of time... Building even a simple
model takes a long time, if you want it to look really nice. To compare your abilities, there are a few finished models with EEP.
If you like to build a railway models and maps, have a lot of free time and patience, Railroad X is created for you.. Honestly i
wish there were more checkpoints or easier backing up to alter choices, it gets a bit slow having to go back and speed forward to
specific path choices at times. Other than that its rather amusing.
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